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ABSTRACT: Now a day’s a large number of scholarly publications are being published and most of the information 
saved in text form. Hence text mining has become an increasingly popular and also important field in the research of data 
mining. In the text mining one of the concepts is to find domain related articles. Retrieving domain related documents can 
be performed by searching of domain keywords in the documents. For performing the searching process, in this paper we 
are implementing fast query pattern matching algorithm. Using fast query pattern matching algorithm we can identify the 
domain related keywords in the document and also get related documents over the domain. After completion of getting 
domain related documents we can provide ranking for those documents. For performing this process we are implementing 
term frequency inverse document frequency weight schema. By performing those two operations we can get most domain 
related documents with a ranking highest priority. So that by implementing these concepts we can provide efficient 
searching result and also pro vide best ranking of individual domain related documents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In computer science, text mining has become an important research area. The process of getting very useful information 
from an unstructured text is known as text mining. Text mining is same as data mining, except the tools designed for data 
mining are used to handle structured data from databases, but text mining can work with semi-structured data, whereas 
HTML files, emails, and full-text documents, etc, and also includes unstructured text. Information extraction is one of the 
technologies that have been developed and can be used in the text mining process. In text mining, information extraction 
is an important research area. One of the text mining techniques is information extraction which means extracting 
structured information from unstructured documents and semi-structured documents. 
The fast query pattern matching algorithm proposed in this paper is used for retrieving relevant scholar publications based 
on the query string given by the user and a domain dictionary is maintained. A domain dictionary in the research field 
refers to a collection of most used keywords in a particular domain. Basing on the keywords present in a document its 
domain can be recognized. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency Weight Method is used for providing ranking 
for the retrieved documents. 
 

II. LITERATURESURVEY 
 
 In [11] Yves Rasolofo et al. proposed a distributed information retrieval framework based on the Okapi 
probabilistic model, a framework capable of achieving the same levels of retrieval effectiveness as those achieved by a 
single centralized index system. Here, the impact of a new term proximity algorithm on retrieval effectiveness for a 
keyword-based system was examined. It improves ranking for documents having query term pairs occurring within a 
given distance constraint. It potentially improves the precision after retrieving a few documents and thus could prove 
useful for those users looking only at the top ranked items. In [12] Sanjay Agarwal et al. proposed DBXplorer: A System 
for Keyword-Based Search over Relational Databases; which is implemented using a commercial relational database and 
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web server and allows users to interact via a browser front-end.While traditional database management systems offer 
powerful query languages, they do not allow keyword-based search. In [13] Shermann loyal men et al. has proposed a 
System and method for context-based document retrieval. It addresses a major problem in text-based document retrieval: 
rapidly finding a small subset of documents in a large document collectionthat are relevant to a limited set of query terms 
supplied by the user. It is based on utilizing information contained in the document collection about the statistics of word 
relationships to facilitate the specification of search queries and document comparison. It retrieves documents with 
contextual similarity rather than word frequency similarity, simplifying search specification while allowing greater search 
precision. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
In this paper we are proposed an efficient process for searching the domain related electronic document and provide 
ranking for those documents. Before perform the searching process the administrator will upload the each domain related 
documents into server. After that the user will enter query for searching the documents. Take the query string as input of 
algorithm and perform fast query pattern matching algorithm for retrieving query related domain documents. Before 
retrieving domain related documents we can also perform the ranking process for finding highest query matched domain 
documents. The implementation procedure of fast query pattern matching algorithm is as follows. 
 
Fast Query Pattern Matching Algorithm: 
 
In this paper we are proposing a new pattern matching algorithm on the basis of window, called fast query pattern 
matching algorithm. Each match starts from the Search outset position of each window, and create a new structure of the 
algorithm. After having matched the Search outset position, scan the prefix of the pattern from beginning of the pattern, if 
matched fully, and then scan the suffix of the pattern from end of the pattern. This will be able to make full use of the 
nature of the pattern. In the fast query pattern matching algorithm we are generating ASCII shifted table. 
 
1. ASCII Shifted Table: 
 
The ASCII shifted table is generated as follows. 
 
a. Handling Alphabets: 
 
In the ASCII shifted table we are use size of alpha bet is to size (0-255) and then the size is first level is to size. In the 
ASCII shifted table each character user its decimal base value corresponding with its ASCII value of the position. 
 
b. Handling of query pattern: 
 
In the query pattern we take each character in the patter from left to right and then give the position of each character 
which appears in the query pattern string in decreasing order.  Take the position of each character which is indicated with 
the ASCII which would constitute a chain of other levels. 
 
c. Marking characters in query pattern string or not: 
 
Take each character from the pattern and scan the ASCII shifted table, if the character occurs its corresponding position is 
incremented by one. If the character does not exists in the pattern then put zero in its corresponding position. By 
implementing this process we can know whether a character occurred in the pattern.  
 
2. Search Starting position: 
 
Take the text from the scholar article and defined special position is as starting of the text. Here we are taken search 
starting position as a center and take m-1 characters in itspattern. So that each compose of string contains 2m-1 characters 
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where m is length of string.  In the total length of string we consider m-1 as first half of the characters and next m-1 
window is the remaining half of the characters. By implementing this algorithm guarantees that the searching will improve 
accuracy.  
 
3. Next Array: 
 
In the searching process we are not found any match in the string we can go to back by using the next array. The next 
array will contain their own characteristics and nothing to do with the text string.  In advance we are taken patterns P= 
p1,p2,p3……..pm and generated function is next[i] within the range of 0<i<m+1. Suppose that in the searching process we 
are not finding any match of ith  position we can calculate prefix of p1,p2,p3 ….pi-1 whether there is maximum of G 
making p1……..pg-1 = pg-i+1  …pi-1 . If pattern exists in the string then go to next[i] =G and pattern directly moved 
backward for i-next[i]. After performing backward operation then start the comparison from Gth of pattern string if it not 
exists there will be next[i]=1. 
 
4. Matching of pattern in string:  
 
In the text string each match will start search from starting position and it also use ASCII shifted table, next array. 
 
1. First examine the ASCII shifted table of search starting position is whether 1 or 0. If it occurs 1 then character 
occurs in the pattern of string otherwise go to next character of string.  
In the second level of ASCII shifted table find the first position of character in the pattern and balance the string pattern in 
location of first position of character with the text string in a position to kth search starting position. 
 
2. If you find the match from left side of the pattern then complete search starting position and go to match from 
right side of the pattern. After completing both sides searching process it will find matched pattern and go to next search 
staring position of text string. 
 
3. Suppose that if a match in certain position fails then checkASCII shifted table and find the next position of 
character in the kth search starting position. After finding next search starting position calculate distance between two 
position and compare distance with next[i] size. By calculating distance take the jump of finding position of string of 
characters of pattern. 
 
4. If starting position matches with pattern then matching process is done as in step 2.  If the pattern is not matched 
go to step 3. This process will repeat until completion of text string.  
 
 
After completion of finding domain related keywords in the documents we will give ranking for documents. For providing 
ranking of each document, term frequency inverse document frequency weight schema is used. The implementation 
process of term frequency inverse document frequency weight schema is as follows. 
 
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency Weight Schema: 
  
 In this module we are provide ranking of documents in a particular domain. Before providing ranking of 
documents we can identify which document related to specified domain. By using fast query pattern matching algorithm 
we can identify which document are related to specified domain. After completion of retrieving domain related document 
we can provide ranking. Following steps are used to finding ranking of documents in a specified domain.  
 
1.  Term frequency inverse document frequency weight schema is statistical domain that evaluates weight of each 
domain keywords in documents. Before calculating document weight we can calculate term frequency of specified 
domain keywords. 
      TF =   nt,i/ ∑ i-1 k nk,i 
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               nt,i=number occurrence of Domain keywords in the document. 
               nk,I =number of occurrence of all term in a document. 
 
2.  After calculation of term frequency we can find out inverse document frequency. We can calculate inverse 
document frequency by using following formula. 
 
Idf=log M/mt + 0.01 
 
Where M= total number of documents in domain 
            mt = total number of document in domain where word t occurs. 
3. The completion of inverse document frequency we can calculate weight of term in the document d by using 
following formula. 
 
     W(t, d)=TF(T,di)* idft  
4. After calculating each document weight those documents will arranged in a descending order. By arranging those 
documents we can get highest matched domain keywords in first ranking and remaining also follows the same order. 
 
By implementing those concepts we can get domain related documents and also provide ranking of each document in a 
domain.   
 

IV. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
 
The result obtained consists of relevant documents from the domain matched with the given query string. The retrieved 
documents are listed in the order such that the document which is most relevant to the query string is retrieved first. 
Along with the retrieved document a link is provided for downloading the required document by the user. 
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STEP 1: The Home page consists of two modules i.e admin and user modules. The admin logins into the system 
with required credentials. On logging into the system admin can upload documents, add domains and add 
keywords to the database. 

 
 
Step 2:Uploading documents- the admin uploads all kinds research documents irrespective of their domain into the 
database 

 
Step 3: Adding domain names- a domain refers to the research area, the domain names are added into the 
database. On successfully adding a domain name a text file is created which is used for storing the related 
keywords. 
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Step 4: Adding keywords- keywords are added with respect to the specific domains into the database which are 
used for matching with the query string. The keywords are stored in the database in their respective domains.  

Step 5: Retrieving documents: when a text is given as query string it performs the search operation by matching 
with the keywords present in the respective domain and retrieve the relevant documents based on the ranking. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The two staged process presented in this paper is used for retrieving relevant documents and providing ranking based on 
keyword used to search. By adding the keywords to the relevant domains the domain dictionary is also maintained. The 
future work is to make the construction of domain dictionary automatic so that the keywords list for each domain gets 
updated by extracting information from the documents. 
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